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Abstract – The reduction of the surface integration
to line integration provides numerical computation time
and resource savings. Modiﬁed edge representation
(MER) is a unique concept for a complete deﬁnition of
equivalent edge currents (EECs) for arbitrary points on
the edge, including ones that do not satisfy the
diffraction law. By using classical Keller-type diffraction coefﬁcients in EECs, MER recovers the fringe
wave (FW) contribution and has the enhanced accuracy
of the order of the geometrical theory of diffraction
(GTD). The line integration of MER EEC results in
uniform and accurate ﬁelds everywhere, including
geometrical boundaries at the caustics as inherent
advantages and geometrical boundaries, such as the
reﬂection shadow boundary (RSB) and incident shadow
boundary (ISB). The authors have developed the
applicability of MER and arrived at the advanced form
of MER (new MER) in which FW components in EEC
are weighted by the Fresnel zone number (FZN). This
article demonstrates the higher accuracy and wider
applicability of this method over GTD and the uniform
geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) for the
canonical problem of a large circular disk where the
rigorous solution is available. In grazing incidence as an
extreme case, the FZN weighting effectively enhances
the accuracy of GTD MER. It is also demonstrated that
the inherent advantage of GTD MER over GTD and
UTD in slope wave diffraction remain unchanged in
new MER with this weighting.

1. Introduction
Physical optics (PO) is an asymptotic highfrequency numerical method on the basis of currents.
In PO, the scattering ﬁelds are obtained by surface
integration of surface electric current density. Because
the reduction of the surface integral to line one provides
numerical computation time savings, it has been
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investigated at length by many in both exact [1, 2]
and asymptotic manners [3].
Stoke’s theorem was used to obtain the reduction
of the surface integral without the help of the image
theory in [4]. A surface integral without an inner
stationary phase point is directly reduced to line
integration by modiﬁed edge representation (MER).
The MER extended the concepts of [5] to general
scattering problems, where the original edge is replaced
by a ﬁctitious edge, which is deﬁned to satisfy the law
of diffraction for a given direction of incidence and
observation. The equivalent edge currents (EECs) for
arbitrary incidence are completely determined at every
point on the periphery by assuming the ﬁctitious edge
segment. This MER EEC technique consisting of
classical Keller-type GTD diffraction coefﬁcients [6,
eq. (2)] is named GTD MER and takes account of the
fringe wave (FW) component for accuracy with the
level of GTD. The ﬁeld singularities at the incident
shadow boundary (ISB) and reﬂection shadow boundary
(RSB) of GTD are suppressed after the MER line
integration, and the superiority of GTD MER to GTD is
demonstrated in [7, 8].
GTD MER contrasts with the uniform geometrical
theory of diffraction (UTD) [9, 10] in two ways: the
classical Keller-type diffraction coefﬁcients with singularities are used that dispense with the Fresnel
function; and corner diffraction is implemented without
any extra techniques as demonstrated in [11] for dipole
wave diffraction from rectangular and triangular plates.
The important and inherent advantage of GTD MER for
slope wave diffraction was also observed there. On the
other hand, the degradation of accuracy of GTD MER at
and near the shadow boundaries (SBs) for the grazing
incidence was also reported as the unique and sole
difﬁculty of GTD MER in [11–13], where the correction
was also proposed as new MER; the FW is suppressed
with the weighting by using the Fresnel zone number
(FZN). The accuracy checks of new MER in detail,
however, have not been conducted, mainly due to the
lack of a rigorous solution for an electrically large
object.
In this article, we investigate the accuracy of new
MER for the scattering of a dipole wave from a large
circular disk, where a rigorous solution is available [14].
The superiority of new MER to conventional highfrequency methods, such as PO, GTD, and UTD, is fully
demonstrated. The accuracy and advantages of this
method over UTD in evaluating slope wave are
demonstrated with the method of moments (MoM)
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Figure 2. Total ﬁeld ðEh Þ patterns from a circular disk.

Figure 1. A circular disk illuminated by a dipole. (a) Coordinate
system, (b) modiﬁed edges s^ along the periphery ^e of the disk for the
observation at ; ¼ 08 and h ¼ 308 , and (c) for h ¼ RSB (’458 ).

code (Wipl-D Pro V14 [15]), as the reference is also
validated by the rigorous one [14].

2. MER EECs for the Computation of a
Diffracted Field from a Circular Disk
The derivation of EECs is the key for surface to
line integral reduction. A concept of MER, which
extends the deﬁnition of EEC for diffraction points to
those for general edge points, is detailed in [7, 8] for PO
and FW components, respectively. Classical Keller’s
diffraction coefﬁcients in [6] were used in GTD MER
[11, 12].
Numerical veriﬁcation and validation of GTD
MER were conducted with Wipl-D [11–13, 16], and the
advantages of GTD MER over UTD in terms of corner
diffraction were discussed. A dipole along the x-axis is
considered at (0, 0, 2.5k) on a circular disk plate of the
radius ra ¼ 2:5k. The ﬁctitious edge vector s^ along the
real edge ^e for observation at ; ¼ 08 and h ¼ 308 is
shown in Figure 1b, and the observation at ; ¼ 08 and H
¼ RSB is shown in Figure 1c. The ﬁctitious edge s^
changes smoothly along the periphery of the scatterer to
satisfy the diffraction law and coincides with the
original edge e only at the points of edge diffraction
D1 ðx ¼ ra ; y ¼ 0; z ¼ 0Þ and D2 ðx ¼ ra ; y ¼ 0; z ¼ 0Þ,
as shown in Figure 1b. If the observer is close to the
RSB (or ISB) and integration point passes through the
diffraction point, s^ changes its sign abruptly and nearly
perpendicular to ^e but at the diffraction point ðD1 Þ, and
s^ coincides with ^e, as shown in Figure 1c.
Field patterns due to a circular disk of radius ra
¼ 2:5k and inﬁnitesimal dipole at (0, 0, 2.5k) at the
plane / ¼ 908 are shown in Figure 2. In this ﬁgure, the
results using a numerical electromagnetic code on the

basis of the MoM (Wipl-D [15]) are also compared with
those of rigorous analysis [14]. Two patterns (Wipl-D
and rigorous) perfectly coincide with each other and are
indistinguishable. The Wipl-D–simulated result will
also be used as the indirect reference for a wider class of
incidence, such as the slope one.
A. PO and PO MER
In PO, the scattering ﬁelds are obtained
 by surface
!
integration of the surface current density 2^n 3 H i .
In PO MER, on the other hand, diffracted ﬁelds are
obtained by line integration of EECs along the
periphery (^e) of the scatterer, while EECs are obtained
from the PO diffraction coefﬁcient DPO in [11, table I],
with respect to the ﬁctitious edges ðs^Þ.
PO by surface integration and PO MER by line
ingratiation are plotted in Figure 2, and these two
patterns are also identical and indistinguishable. Although there are poles in the PO diffraction coefﬁcient
DPO at the SBs (ISB and RSB), the ﬁelds by PO
MER after integration are uniform and ﬁnite at the SBs.
Also, the ﬁelds at and near the geometric caustics
(/ ¼ 08 =3608 and 1808 ) are predicted perfectly. An
interesting advantage of PO is observed at ISB, where
PO approaches the rigorous one and is superior to other
methods, such as GTD MER and UTD.
B. UTD, FW, and GTD MER
Fields computed by the UTD [9] are included in
Figure 2. Although the ﬁeld by UTD deviates at and
near the caustics, the overall agreement with Wipl-D is
excellent. The ﬁelds by UTD are superior to those by
PO MER (or PO), except the ﬁeld at and near the
caustics. As UTD accounts for the FW, the difference
between the results of UTD and PO MER comes from
the FW effects.
The GTD diffraction
DGTD can be written
 coefﬁcientFW
PO
and FW ðD Þ as follows [11]:
in terms of PO D
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Figure 3. Total ﬁeld ðEh Þ patterns from a circular disk for grazing
incidence.
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Figure 4. Fresnel zone and weighting function to modify FW.
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EYEFW, introduced in (2), is unity for GTD MER.
Actually, the FW in [11, table I] has been used widely,
simply because of its ﬁniteness in contrast with the
inﬁnities of GTD and asymptotic PO of the Keller type.
In GTD MER, diffraction coefﬁcients in (1) are
calculated not for the real edge ð^eÞ but for the modiﬁed
edge ðs^Þ introduced in [11]. The ﬁeld patterns by GTD
MER are shown in Figure 2, and overall, it is superior to
other methods, such as PO MER and UTD.

3. Errors of the GTD MER Field Near the SBs
for Grazing Incidence
If the source is very close to the scatterer, the
separation between RSB and ISB becomes smaller. The
dipole is located at (0.25k, 0.25k, and 0.25k) along the
x-axis and the ; component of ﬁeld ðE; Þ at the ; ¼ 33
:758 plane are shown in Figure 3. This pattern is
compared with the rigorous analysis. It is observed that
at the angles far from SBs, GTD MER matches with the
rigorous analysis very well when compared with PO
MER. For the observer near SBs on the other hand,
GTD MER deviates from reference results, while PO
MER matches almost perfectly.
This unique error in GTD MER at and near the SB
for the grazing incidence comes from the FW
integration in MER. In the speciﬁc situation of the
observer and the source, the modiﬁed edge ðs^Þ along the
periphery ð^eÞ changes its sign abruptly when it crosses
the point of diffraction, as shown in Figure 1c. The
EECs in PO MER are insensitive to the sign ^e, while
those in FW MER are sign sensitive [7, 8], and the
abrupt change of sign brings about errors in FW MER.
The FW EECs near the point of abrupt change were

modiﬁed, especially for the observer near SBs for the
grazing incidence [11].

4. Modification of FW MER
A. FZN for Suppressing the FW
A modiﬁcation of FW on the basis of FZN (n) is
proposed in [11, 12]. For new MER, a weighting
function in (1) is redeﬁned to suppress FW components
given by
 GO 
Dn
EYEFW
DnGO
B

 GO 
1
Dn
1  cos
¼
p
for DnGO , DnGO
B ð¼ 3Þ
2
DnGO
B
¼ 1 for DnGO , DnGO
B ð ¼ 3Þ

ð2Þ

GO

where Dn ð¼ jn  nR jÞ is the difference in FZN
between the point of geometrical optics (GO) reﬂection
and the point of integration, as is indicated in Figure 4.
As usual, in the case of general wireless communication
systems, for a given positions of the source (S) and the
observer (O), we can deﬁne the FZN for the arbitrary
point P in space as n ¼ 2jLj/k, where L is the path length
difference between the direct path SO and the diverted
path SPO. Let us imagine the intersection of Fresnel
zones and the scatterer; any point on the disk is
associated with the FZN, as is depicted in Figure 4.
Actually, the modiﬁed edge s^ is parallel to the contour
of the equal FZN [17].
B. EYEFW and New FW MER Field
When the observer is close to ISB (or RSB) and the
integration point approaches the diffraction point,
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Figure 5. Weighting values
circular disk.

EYEFW



along the periphery of a

DnGO ! 0, and the weighting approaches zero. On the
contrary, if the observer is far away from ISB (or RSB)
or the point of integration is far away from the
diffraction points DnGO  DnGO
B , the weighting approaches unity.
The weighting values EYEFW for DnGO
B ¼ 3, and the
observation at / ¼ 33:758 and h ¼ 108 ; 208 ; 308 ; 408 ;
and 508 and h ¼ 83:48 ð’ RSBÞ are shown in Figure 5.
Fields by new MER with FW weighted by EYEFW are
shown in Figure 3, and they agree very well with the
rigorous one in all angles of observations.

5. Slope Diffraction
Next, the dipole is turned 458 with the x-axis and
135 with the z-axis, and the total ﬁeld pattern ðEh Þ at
; ¼ 08 plane is shown in Figure 6. The incident ﬁeld at
butthe slope of
the diffraction point D1 ðr1 ; 0; 0Þ is zero,
]Ei
the incident ﬁeld is nonzero ]n; 6¼ 0 . Wipl-D–
simulated results, validated by the rigorous solution in
Figure 2, will be used as the reference for the slope
diffraction. The results by new MER are almost
identical with GTD MER, and both match well with
the Wipl-D results in all angles of observations. The
ﬁeld computed by UTD of [9] is included in Figure 6,
which has disagreement with the Wipl-D. Adding the
slope-diffracted ﬁeld [10] with UTD, we obtain the
results shown as UTD þ slope diff. This recovers the
slope effects and shows good agreement with Wipl-D.
Thus, the slope effects should be treated separately in
UTD, but UTD þ slope diff still has disadvantages at
geometrical caustics.
As in the planar case, PO MER is numerically
indistinguishable with PO surface integration. PO MER,
GTD MER, and hence new MER include the effects of
the slope of the incident ﬁeld, which is veriﬁed in
Figure 6.
8

6. Conclusion
This article provides a comparative study among PO
surface integration, PO MER, UTD, GTD MER, and new
MER. GTD MER recovers many disadvantages of PO,
GTD, and UTD. The errors or degradation of GTD MER
around SBs, especially for grazing incidence are sup-

Figure 6. Total ﬁeld ðEh Þ patterns from a circular disk.

pressed in new MER with FZN weighting. The rigorous
solution developed for the large circular disk provides the
reference in the accuracy check. It is also demonstrated
that for slope wave effect, new MER and GTD MER do
not need any extra computation, such as UTD.
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